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Hey, thanks for dropping by…
I got my MSc degree in Software Engineering while working half-time as a programmer.
I worked in Poland and the US and really enjoyed the process, but I got hungry for more.
In 2010 I founded MILO to be the best IT company for product development and consulting
and This Is just the beginning.
I always take responsibility for the work I do and the businesses I run.
I never never blame anyone else or look for excuses.
I treat people as capital and the greatest asset that a company can have, NOT a resource. I
believe in smart, hardworking and motivated people.
I am modest and humble and don’t like when people pretend to be more than they really are.
I enjoy playing table tennis (not ping pong, grr), swimming and travelling.
I love learning about every aspect of running a business and really enjoy learning languages.
I am hungry.
“To get those dreams out of your head and step into your greatness, you gotta be hungry.
To get those ideas, that talent, that gift out of your system, you gotta be hungry.
People that are Hungry - Unstoppable. People that are Hungry are No Matter What People.
They make it happen No Matter What.”
I never give up.
“Pain is temporary, it may last for a minute, for an hour, or a day or even a year, but eventually it
will subside. If you quit, however, it will last for forever.”
I am an Entrepreneur.
"No matter how brilliant your mind or strategy, if you're planning a solo game, you'll always lose
out to a team".
"With great power comes greater responsibility."
"Only the paranoid survive"
I am an Engineer.
“There are no limits when your work is your passion.”
“The most technologically efficient machine that man has even invented is the book.”
I am Happy.
“Love and happiness are like perfumes, you can’t sprinkle a little on others without getting a
few drops on yourself.”
This is who I am.

